For Contracts:
Wolter Kluwer publishes both books required for Contracts. The direct link to ISBN
9781543814361 is:
Bundle: Contracts: A Modern Coursebook, Second Edition with Connected Quizzing | |
9781543814361 | Wolters Kluwer Legal Education (wklegaledu.com)
Because a bundle is required, this may be why it is unavailable via the UND Bookstore. If I ran
into an issue with the bookstore not having the required titles, I would personally purchase
directly from the publisher. Their customer service is excellent. Additionally, I see that the book
bundle is significantly less money now from the WK v. Amazon. Although books are often
cheaper on Amazon, it is not always the case. Therefore, I do suggest checking directly with the
publisher, too!
For Property:
Here is the direct link to the book bundle required for Property, ISBN: 9781543824285:
Bundle: Property Law, Second Edition with Connected Quizzing | | 9781543824285 | Wolters
Kluwer Legal Education (wklegaledu.com)
As mentioned, it is unavailable via the UND website because it is a bundle deal. This is the same
book bundle that was used last semester, so it is also the correct ISBN. WK might be the best
option to purchase from here, too.
For Civil Procedures:
I just checked with the publisher, and it looks like the book was released early! Unfortunately,
they also changed the ISBN after publication, which explains why you could not find it. The
correct ISBN is 9781647088538. Here is a link to the supplement on the West website:
Cross, Abramson, and Deason's Civil Procedure: Cases, Problems and Exercises, 4th, 2021
Supplement (westacademic.com)
It looks like the UND Bookstore did catch that there was a new ISBN associated with this book.
On the UND Bookstore website, it is currently back-ordered. I would suggest checking with the
publisher as the price is the same. Gold star to you for helping me find out there was a new
ISBN!
Helpful Information on Publishers: *publishers are noted on the booklist in shorthand
abbreviations*
The publishers the majority of the books for law school come from are:
West Academic (West): West Academic - Shop Law Books
Wolter Kluwer (WK, also sometimes referred to as Aspen): Home | Wolters Kluwer Legal
Education (wklegaledu.com)
Carolina Academic Press (CAP): Carolina Academic Press (cap-press.com)

The less frequently used publishers include:
American Bar Association (ABA): Shop ABA (americanbar.org)
National Institute for Trial Advocacy (NITA): NITA - Publications Books
University of Chicago Press (UCHIC): University of Chicago Press Books (uchicago.edu)
Harvard Law Review
Please, reach out with any additional questions!
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